
 
 

Harvest Notes
Our winemaker called the vintage ‘a return to normal’, as the growing season was long and 
harvest conditions were exceptional with long hangtime and a slow and predictable harvest.  
Almost ideal conditions during flowering let to a generous cluster count and almost no shatter.  
The summer conditions were ideal, with cool (foggy) mornings where the sun didn’t peek 
through the marine layer until lunchtime.  The harvest conditions were quite cool, and the 
vintage will be remembered for extended ripening and an exceptionally long hang time. The 
resulting vintage delivered very high quality and above average yields for all our estate vineyards.

Winegrower Notes
This Chardonnay comes from two selected blocks within one vineyard, on the third coastal 
ridge from the ocean, near the town of Seaview.  The low-fertility soils and the cool temperature 
near the Pacific Ocean produce a distinctive Chardonnay.  This bottling comes from two blocks 
within the vineyard both planted to Chardonnay clone Dijon 76, 95 and 96.  Harvested at night, 
the fruit was rigorously hand sorted prior to whole cluster pressing and barrel fermentation 
with indigenous yeasts.

Tasting Notes 
This seductive chardonnay with Burgundian qualities displays explosive aromas of Kaffir lime 
and citrus blossom with inspiring notes of minerality. The tension of bright acidity and verve 
driven by extremely cool microclimates and remarkable structure framed by flavors of ripe apple 
and lemon custard captivate the palate. Delightfully elegant upon release but will continue to 
gain complexity with bottle age.

2018 
Three Sisters Chardonnay

Fermentation
Whole cluster pressed and fermented with 
indigenous yeast

Cooperage
16 months in French Oak 20% new French Oak

Bottling
February 2020

Cases Produced
260 cases

Release Date
March 2020

Vineyard Sources
Three Sisters Vineyard farmed by 
Lee Martinelli, Jr.

Harvest Date
September 8th, 2018

Alcohol 
14.1%

pH 
3.64

TA
0.56 g/100ml
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